Question-1: What sorts of materials are used in CLCs?

Answer:

- Books,
- Wall magazine,
- Poster,
- Popular theater,
- LGM,
- RLM,
- Leaflet, etc.

Question-2: Who are developing these materials?

Answer:

- Few at the local level
- Most are collect from the central level

Question-3: What sorts of materials are developed in the CLCs?

Answer:

- Wall magazine,
- Popular theater
- Song,
- Leaflet,
- Poster

Question-4: Who and how are materials developed in the CLCs?

Answer:

- Members of CLC and rural libraries through meetings,
- Members of adults and adolescents through meetings.

Question-5: Are the materials developed CLCs meeting the demand of the learners? If not then why?

Answer:

- Sufficient materials are not available as per need and choice of the learners,
Group-2

Question-1: What sorts of materials are used in CLCs?

Answer:

• Books,
• Wall magazine,
• Poster,
• Popular theater,
• Leaflet, etc.

Question-2: Who are developing these materials?

Answer:

• Local level by the users

Question-3: What sorts of materials are developed in the CLCs?

Answer:

• Wall magazine,
• Popular theater
• Song,
• Poster

Question-4: Who and how are materials developed in the CLCs?

Answer:

• Members of CLC develops materials through meetings,

Question-5: Are the materials developed CLCs meeting the demand of the learners? If not then why?

Answer:

• Materials developed at the local level are not sufficient and there is a lack of skills in local level material development.
Group-3

Question-1: What sorts of materials are used in CLCs?

Answer:

• Books,
• Wall magazine,
• Poster,
• Popular theater,
• Leaflet,
• Packets, etc.

Question-2: Who are developing these materials?

Answer:

• Local level and central level

Question-3: What sorts of materials are developed in the CLCs?

Answer:

• Wall magazine,
• Popular theater,
• Song,
• Poster,
• Leaflet.

Question-4: Who and how are materials developed in the CLCs?

Answer:

• Members of CLCs and libraries develops materials individually or in groups and sometimes through meetings and workshops,

Question-5: Are the materials developed CLCs meeting the demand of the learners? If not then why?

Answer:

• Materials developed at the local level are not sufficient and there is a lack of skills in local level materials development.
Question-1: What sorts of materials are used in CLCs?

Answer:

- Books,
- Flip chart,
- Flash card,
- Wall magazine,
- Monthly magazine,
- LGM,
- Poster,
- Leaflet,
- Packets, etc.

Question-2: Who are developing these materials?

Answer:

- Central level material developer,

Question-3: What sorts of materials are developed in the CLCs?

Answer:

- Story book,
- Wall magazine,
- Song,

Question-4: Who and how are materials developed in the CLCs?

Answer:

- Members of CLCs and libraries develops wall magazine by their own.

Question-5: Are the materials developed CLCs meeting the demand of the learners? If not then why?

Answer:

- Materials developed at the local level are not attractive and not sufficient as per needs.